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Abstract
A program’s behavior is ultimately the collection of all
its executions. This collection is diverse, unpredictable, and
generally unbounded. Thus it is especially suited to statistical analysis and machine learning techniques. We explore the thesis that 1st- and 2nd-order Markov models of
event-transitions are effective predictors of program behavior. We present a technique that models program executions
as Markov models, and a clustering method for Markov
models that aggregates multiple program executions, yielding a statistical description of program behaviors. With this
approach, we can train classifiers to recognize specific behaviors emitted by an execution without knowledge of inputs
or outcomes. We evaluate an application of active learning
to the efficient refinement of our classifiers by conducting
three empirical studies that explore a scenario illustrating
automated test plan augmentation. We present a set of potential research questions and applications that our work
suggests.

1. Introduction
Software engineers seek to understand software behavior at all stages of development. For example, during requirements analysis they may use formal behavior models,
use-case analysis, or rapid prototyping to specify software
behavior [3, 15]. After implementation, engineers aim to
assess the reliability of software’s behavior using testing
and dynamic analysis. A program’s behavior is ultimately
the collection of all its executions. This collection is diverse, unpredictable, and generally unbounded. Thus it is
potentially suited to statistical analysis and machine learning techniques.
One challenge is to find productive applications of statistical analysis techniques to leverage this collection of executions for the solution of software engineering problems.

A basic question is whether aggregate statistical measures
of program execution, such as branch profiles, are accurate
predictors of program behavior. If they are, then a broad
range of statistical machine learning techniques could be
used in dynamic analysis tasks, including automated-oracle
testing, the evaluation of test plans, the detection of behavior profiles in deployed software, and reverse engineering
tasks.
Many researchers have explored these questions (e.g.,
[1, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21]). For example, Dickinson, Leon, and Podgurski demonstrate the advantage of automated clustering of execution profiles over
random selection for finding failures [7], and Podgurski and
colleagues show the efficacy of automated classification of
failure reports [18]. As another example, Harder, Mellen,
and Ernst use their operational difference technique to automatically extract abstractions of software behavior from
statistical summaries of program executions [11].
Other researchers have employed a stochastic approach
to behavior classification that uses the sequences of events
in program executions. For example, Munson and Elbaum
posit that event-transitions in actual executions are the final
source of reliability measures [16]. This research demonstrates the ability of stochastic models to summarize the dynamic aspects of program executions, but does not address
their use in directly classifying behaviors.
We explore the thesis that 1st- and 2nd-order Markov
models of event-transitions are effective predictors of program behavior. Branch profiles, for example, have been
used extensively in dynamic analysis (e.g., [12, 20]) and are
equivalent to 1st-order Markov models. 2nd-order Markov
models can encode branch-to-branch transitions and have
the potential for greater predictive power at a modest additional cost.
Previous works such as [7, 18] have demonstrated the
power of clustering techniques in developing aggregate descriptions of program executions. In this paper, we present a
clustering method for Markov models that aggregates multi-
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Figure 1. Building Classifier: Stage 1 - Prepare Training Instances; Stage 2 - Train Classifier.

2.1. Overview

ple program executions, yielding a statistical description of
program behaviors. With this approach, we can train classifiers to recognize specific behaviors emitted by an execution without knowledge of inputs or outcomes. In particular, these classifiers do not require a distinct failure state to
detect failure.
A key question is whether these statistical models can
characterize a set of behaviors, such as those induced by
a test plan. If they can, then a useful application would be
the automatic discovery of new behaviors that were not captured in the test plan. In our application, a classifier identifies program executions with unknown behaviors. These
executions are then evaluated and labeled so that they can
be used to refine the classifier. This process is known as
bootstrapping, and is an example of a class of techniques
known as active learning [5]. The ability to identify executions whose behavior is recognized allows us to then characterize a set of executions by evaluating only the subset
containing unknown behaviors.
The contributions of this paper are:
• A technique that models program executions as
Markov models and automatically clusters them to
build classifiers.
• An application of our technique that efficiently refines our classifiers using active learning (bootstrapping) and a demonstration of its advantages with an
example of automated test plan augmentation.
• A set of empirical studies that demonstrate that
Markov models are good predictors of program behavior and that by clustering Markov models we can train
classifiers to recognize unknown behaviors.

Figure 1 shows a data-flow diagram of our technique,
which takes as inputs a subject program P , its test plan, and
its behavior oracle, and outputs a Classifier C. P ’s test plan
contains test cases that detail inputs and expected outcomes.
The behavior oracle evaluates an execution ek of P induced
by test case tk and outputs a behavior label bk , such as, but
not restricted to, “pass” or “fail.”
In Stage 1, Prepare Training Instances, the technique
instruments P to get P̂ so that as P̂ executes, it records
event-transition profiles. An event-transition is a transition from one program entity to another; types of 1st-order
event-transitions include branches (source statement to sink
statement), method calls (caller to callee), and definitionuse pairs (definition to use); one type of 2nd-order eventtransition is branch-to-branch. An event-transition profile is
the frequency with which an event-transition occurred. For
each execution ek of P̂ with test case tk , the behavior oracle uses the outcome specified in tk to evaluate and label ek .
This produces a training instance—consisting of ek ’s eventtransition profile and its behavior label—that is stored in a
database.
In Stage 2, Train Classifier, the technique first groups the
training instances by the distinct behavior labels b1 , . . . , bn
generated by the behavior oracle. For example, if the behavior labels are “pass” and “fail,” the result is two behavior
groups. Then, the technique converts each training instance
in each group to a 1st-order discrete-time Markov model
(hereafter referred to as a Markov model). Markov models
can encode any order event-transitions, such as our 1st and
2nd-order event-transitions. The technique uses a machinelearning paradigm, called passive training, to train one classifier Cbk per behavior group bk . (In passive training, the
classifier trains on all instances with which it is presented.)
Finally, the technique assembles the behavior group classifiers, Cb1 , . . . , Cbn to assemble the classifier C for P . Be-

2. Software Behavior Classification
Our technique builds a software behavior classifier in
two stages. We describe the basic flow of the technique and
then we detail and illustrate the algorithms.
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Algorithm B UILD M ODEL(S, D, b)
Input: S = {s0 , s1 , . . . , sn }, a set of states,
including a final or exit state,
D = ((sf rom , sto , prof ile), . . .),a list of
ordered triples for each transition and its profile
b = a string representing a behavior label
Output:(M, D, b), a Markov model, D and b
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M ← new Array[|S|, |S|]
foreach {sf rom , sto , prof ile} ∈ D, each s ∈ S
M [i, j] ← M [i, j] + prof ile
for i ← 0 to (|S| − 1)
P|S|−1
rowSum ← j=0 M [i, j]
if rowSum > 0
for j ← 0 to (|S| − 1)
M [i, j] ← M [i, j]/rowSum
return (M, D, b)

0

2. A Markov model of one possibility for the 2nd-order
branch-to-branch transitions is also shown in Figure 2. For
example, in the “Markov Model of Branch-to-Branch”, B4
is followed by B1 five times and by B2 one time for a total
of six branch-to-branch transitions emanating from B4.
We present algorithm B UILD M ODEL, shown in Figure
3 as an example implementation of this transformation.
B UILD M ODEL constructs a behavior model M as a matrix
representation of a Markov model from execution profiles.
B UILD M ODEL has three inputs: S, D, b. S is a set of
states that identify the event-transitions. D contains the
event-transitions and their profiles stored as ordered triples,
each describing a transition from a state sf rom to a state
sto with the corresponding profile: (sf rom , sto , prof ile). b
is the behavior label for the model. The output (M, D, b)
is a triple of the model, the profile data, and the label. In
line (1), the matrix M for the model is initialized using the
cardinality of S. In lines (2-3), each transition in D that involves states in S is recorded in M . In lines (4-8) each row
in matrix M is normalized by dividing each element in the
row by the sum of the elements in the row, unless the sum
is zero.
For the execution e1 shown in Figure 2, the inputs to
B UILD M ODEL for 1st-order event-transitions are then:

Figure 2. Markov models from profiles.
fore exploring the algorithm T RAIN C LASSIFIER, shown in
Figure 4, we discuss Markov model building.

2.2. Building Markov Models
Central to our technique is the use of Markov models to
encode the event-transition profiles produced by P̂ . Markov
models capture the time-independent probability of being in
state s1 at time t+1 given that the state at time t was s0 .
The event-transition profiles of an execution represent
the probability of being in state or event s1 at time t+1 given
that the state or event at time t was s0 . As an example, consider a control-flow graph1 (CFG). The arcs of a CFG are
event-transitions (e.g., branches, loop backedges, or connections to join points). If a node has two branches leaving
it and each has an associated profile (or frequency) from an
execution e of P̂ , then the probability that each branch was
taken in e is a function of their relative frequencies.
To illustrate, consider Figure 2 and its CFG. The branch
profiles for an execution e1 are shown in the labels for
each branch. For example, branch B1’s profile denotes that
it was exercised nine times. A Markov model built from
branch profiles is simply the adjacency matrix of the CFG
with the the profiles as entries and then normalized by row,
as shown in the “Markov Model of Branches” in Figure

• S = {Entry, p0, s0, s1, s2, exit}
• D = ((Entry, p0, 1), (p0, Exit, 1), . . . , (s0, s2, 6))
• b = “pass”, for instance

The inputs to B UILD M ODEL for 2nd-order eventtransitions are:
• S = {EntryArc, B1, B2, B3, B4, exit}
• D = ((EntryArc, B1, 9), . . . , (B4, B2, 1))
• b = “pass”, for instance

In each case, the output component M is the corresponding
Markov model shown in Figure 2.

1 A control-flow graph is a directed graph in which nodes represent
statements or basic blocks and edges represent the flow of control.
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Algorithm T RAIN C LASSIFIER(S, T, SIM )
Input: S = {s0 , s1 , . . . , sn }, a set of states,
including a final or exit state,
T = ((testcasei , Di , bk ), . . .), a list of ordered triples ,
where D = ((sf rom , sto , prof ile), . . .),
and b = a string representing a behavior label,
SIM , a function to compute the similarity of
two Markov models
Output: C, a set of Markov models, initially ∅

The remainder of the algorithm clusters the models in
each Cbk to reduce their population and to merge similar and redundant models, using SIM . The approach is
an adaptation of agglomerative hierarchical clustering [9].
Clustering proceeds as follows. The algorithm uses SIM
to calculate the pair-wise difference for all pairs of models in Cbk and selects the pair of models with the smallest
difference. This pair of models is merged, reducing the cardinality of Cbk by one. The process repeats with a stopping
criterion.
In lines (11-14), SIM is used to calculate these pairwise differences and accumulate them in Deltas at line
(13). At each iteration, the algorithm calculates the standard deviation for the values in Deltas and stores it in
Stats[|Cbk |] at line (14). Because the cardinality of Cbk
decreases by one per iteration, it serves as an index into
Stats[]. K NEE checks the set of standard deviations accumulating in Stats[] at line (15) to determine the rate of
change in the slope of a line fit to them. This knee detection
could be done by hand, but for the purposes of our empirical evaluations, we detect a “knee” when the sum of standard error (SSE) in a linear regression of the data points in
Stats[] increases by a factor of ten or more between iterations.
If a knee is detected, the clustering stops for that behavior group and the models in Cbk are added to C, the final
classifier. In the absence of a knee, the process stops with
one model, per the constraint in line (9). Otherwise, the two
closest models M1 and M2 are merged in lines (17-20), by
calling B UILD M ODEL with the union of the corresponding
profile sets D1 and D2 . Note that the clusters are formed
into new models, each of which contains the profiles of all
the training instances contributing to the cluster.
At line (21), the clustered models in Cbk are added to
C, the classifier. After all the behavior groups have been
processed, the final C is returned.

(1) foreach (testcasei , Di , bk ) ∈ T ,
(2)
0 < i <= |D|, 0 < k <= # behaviors
(3)
Cbk ← ∅, initialize Classifier for behavior k
(4) foreach Cbk , 0 < k <= # behaviors
(5)
foreach (testcasei , Di , bk ) ∈ T
(6)
Cbk ← Cbk ∪ BuildM odel(S, Di , bk )
(7)
Deltas ← ∅, to collect pair-wise deltas
(8)
Stats ← new Array[|Cbk |], cluster statistics
(9)
while |Cbk | > 2
(10)
//agglomerative hierarchical clustering [9]
(11)
foreach (Mi , Di , bk ) ∈ Cbk , 0 < i < |Cbk |
(12)
foreach (Mj , Dj , bk ) ∈ Cbk , i < j <= |Cbk |
(13)
Deltas ← Deltas ∪ SIM (Mi , Mj )
(14)
Stats[|Cbk |] ← StandardDeviation(Deltas)
(15)
if K NEE(Stats) then break
(16)
else
(17)
(Mx , My ) ← M in(Deltas)
(18)
Dmerged ← Dx ∪ Dy
(19)
Mmerged ← B UILD M ODEL(S, Dmerged , bk )
(20)
C ← (C − Mx − My ) ∪ Mmerged
(21) C ← C ∪ Cbk , add behavior k’s models to C
(22) return C

Figure 4. Algorithm to train classifier.

2.3. Training the Classifier
Algorithm T RAIN C LASSIFIER, shown in Figure 4, trains
a classifier from models generated by B UILD M ODEL.
T RAIN C LASSIFIER has three inputs: S, T, SIM . S is a
set of states that are used to identify the event-transitions
when B UILD M ODEL is called. T is a list of triples, each
containing a test case index, a data structure D as defined in
B UILD M ODEL, and a behavior label bk . SIM is a function
that can be tailored to the specific program and behavior set
under study. SIM takes two Markov models as arguments
and returns a real number that is the computed difference
between the models. We define our SIM in our empirical
study (Section 4.2).
In lines (1-3), an empty classifier Cbk is initialized for
each discrete behavior bk found in T . Line (4) begins the
processing for each bk . In lines (5-6), the classifier Cbk is
populated with models built by applying B UILD M ODEL to
each training instance exhibiting bk . Lines (7-8) initialize
Deltas and Stats, explained below.

2.4. Using the Classifier
We can use the classifier C to label new executions of P̂ .
To classify a new execution ek of P̂ , each of the constituent
models of C rates ek with a probability score. The model
with the highest probability score provides the behavior label for ek .
The probability score is the probability that the model
M produced the sequence of event- or state- transitions in
the execution ek . As an example, refer to Figure 2, and
consider another execution e2 of the program with the following execution trace of branches, including the entry arc:
{Entry Arc, B1 , B3 , B1 , B3 , B2 }. To calculate the probability score that the Markov model M in Figure 2 produced
e2 , we compute the product of the successive probabilities
of the transitions in M : P = P (Entry Arc) ∗ P (B1 ) ∗
4

has an automated test data generator for P , but still relies
on employees to evaluate each execution.

P (B3 ) ∗ P (B1 ) ∗ P (B3 ) ∗ P (B2 ). Thus P = 1.0 ∗ 0.9 ∗
0.333 ∗ 0.9 ∗ 0.333 ∗ 0.1 = 0.008982. The profile of each

of branches B1 and B3 in our trace is two. The probability
can be directly calculated using the profiles as exponents:
P = 1.01 ∗ 0.92 ∗ 0.3332 ∗ 0.11 . A model will return a
probability score of zero, meaning unknown, if any eventtransition in the execution it is scoring has a zero probability
in the model.
Note that since probabilities calculated by multiplication
become very small, for ease of computation we use the standard transformation to the sum of the logarithms of each
probability.

We provide a solution to Dev as an application of bootstrapping to refine the classifier built with our technique.
Figure 5 is a data-flow diagram of our application. In the
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2.5. Bootstrapping the Classifier
There are a number of learning strategies for training
classifiers in addition to the passive learning technique
(used in T RAIN C LASSIFIER) [9]. We concentrate on a type
of active learning [5] called bootstrapping. Our application of bootstrapping first uses the classifier to score new
executions and to collect only those executions that remain
unknown. Then these unknown executions are considered
candidates representing new behaviors and each is evaluated, given a behavior label, and identified as a new training
instance for the classifier. The classifier is retrained using
the expanded set of training instances.
We explore an application of bootstrapping to classifier
training in the scenario presented in the next section. We
use this scenario to inform our empirical studies in the subsequent section.
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Figure 5. Automating test case selection.
diagram, Stage 1 of our technique from Figure 1 produces
the instrumented P̂ and the set of training instances from
the initial test plan. Stage 2 of our technique from Figure 1
produces the classifier C. Our application executes P̂ with
test data produced by the test data generator and classifies
each execution using C. For the bootstrapping process, our
application selects as candidates only those executions that
remain unknown. These candidates are evaluated and given
a behavior label. They are then stored as new training instances for refining C. The corresponding test case for each
candidate is generated and added to the test plan. Our application retrains C at certain intervals using the augmented
set of training instances, stopping when the rate of detection
of unknown executions falls below some threshold.

3. Scenario
In this section we present a scenario that illustrates the
use of our technique to aid a developer in extending the
scope of an existing test plan.
A developer Dev has designed and implemented a version of a program P . Dev has developed a test plan to use
with P and plans to expand it to test future releases of P .
Dev is also interested in measuring the quality of the test
plan in terms of its coverage of P ’s requirements. Test plan
development and testing are expensive and often developers
release software that has been tested and accepted only for
some core functionality [17, 19]. By using a measure of test
plan quality, Dev can estimate some of the risks involved in
releasing P with the current test plan.
The goal of creating new test cases for a test plan is to
test additional behaviors. The design of a test case involves
selecting test data that will induce new behavior and then
evaluating the outcome of executing P with the test data.
Dev wants to augment the test plan for P with new test
cases but seeks a way to reduce the cost of doing so. Dev

Our application provides at least two economic benefits
to Dev. First, by guaging the rate at which unknown executions are produced, Dev can estimate the risks associated
with the current test plan. Secondly, using our application,
Dev can improve the efficiency with which new test cases
for new behaviors are generated compared to simply evaluating all new executions. We explore this gain in efficiency
in our empirical Study 3 (Section 4.5).
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4. Empirical Studies

does not permanently alter them. We developed our definition of SIM for S PACE by trial and error, discovering
that agglomerative clustering using a binary metric [7] performed better when the 2nd-order branch-to-branch eventtransitions were excluded. It follows these steps:

To validate our technique and to explore its use in the
described scenario, we performed three empirical studies.

4.1. Infrastructure

1. Set all entries for branch-to-branch transitions to 0,
keeping only method transitions
2. Set all non-zero entries to 1
3. Calculate the binary matrix difference
k X
k
X
SIM (M1 , M2 ) =
|M1ij − M2ij |

The subject for our studies is a C program, S PACE,
that is an interpreter for an antenna array definition language written for the European Space Agency. S PACE consists of 136 procedures and 6,200 LOC, and it has 33 versions, each containing one fault discovered during development, and a set of 13,585 tests cases. In these studies, we
chose both 1st-order method calls and 2nd-order branchto-branch transitions as the event-transitions for our models. We used the A RISTOTLE analysis system [2] to instrument each of fifteen randomly chosen versions of S PACE to
profile these transitions, executed each version with all test
cases, and stored the results in a relational database. We
built a tool, ARGO, using C#, that implements our algorithms, technique, and application.

i=1 j=1

4.3. Study 1: Evaluating the Classifiers
The goal of our first study was to evaluate our technique
for passively training classifiers in terms of Classifier Precision and Classifier Safety. For each of the 15 selected
versions of S PACE, we repeated the following process 10
times:
1. Select random training sets of sizes 100, 150, 200, 250,
300, and 350.
2. Build a classifier from each training set.
3. Evaluate the classifiers.

4.2. Empirical Method
Our empirical method evaluates the classifiers built by
our technique and by our application of bootstrapping. For
these studies, we chose the two behavior labels “pass” and
“fail”. The method has four steps using our database of profiles of branch-to-branch and method call event-transitions
for S PACE:
1. Select a version of S PACE
2. Select a set of test cases for training
3. Build a classifier.
4. Evaluate the classifier on the remaining test cases.
For these evaluations, we define two metrics: Classifier
Precision and Classifier Safety. Classifier Precision is the
ratio of the number of unknown executions to the number
of classifications attempted. Classifier Safety is the ratio of
the number of executions correctly classified to the difference between the number of classifications attempted and
the number of unknown executions. Classifier Precision
measures the ability of the classifier to recognize behaviors
with which it is presented. Classifier safety measures the
behavior detection rate. As an example, suppose C scores
a total of 100 executions and correctly classifies 80 and incorrectly classifies 2, leaving 18 unknown. Then Classifier
80
18
= 0.18 and Classifier Safety= 100−18
=
Precision= 100
0.976. Note that it is possible for a classifier to recognize
all executions incorrectly, yielding maximum precision and
zero safety.
Our technique requires a definition for the similarity
function SIM . SIM has two inputs: M1 and M2 , the two
models to be compared. SIM manipulates the models but

Figure 6 summarizes the results for all classifiers evaluated. The graph’s horizontal axis represents the size of the
training set and the vertical axis represents Classifier Precision. In the graph, a box-plot summarizes the distribution
of results for classifiers built using each training set size.
The top and bottom of the box represent the third and first
quartiles respectively, while the additional horizontal line
in each box locates the median. For instance, at training set
size 200, the median is 0.298, the first quartile is 0.278, and
the third quartile is 0.332. The “whiskers” above and below
the box mark the extent of 1.5 ∗ IQR, where IQR is the
inter-quartile range (i.e., the vertical dimension of the box).
The individual points above and below the whiskers (shown
using a ”+”) are the outliers. The trend-line fit through the
medians shown in the graph is quadratic.
The table in Figure 6 summarizes the parametric statistics. For each training set size listed in the left column,
the table shows the number of classifiers, the mean, standard deviation, and the 95% confidence interval of the
mean. As the size of the training set increases, Classifier Precision improves, until at a size of 350, the mean is
0.184. This mean represents 2435 unknown test cases (i.e.,
0.184 ∗ (13585 − 350)). Likewise, the standard deviation at
350 represents 356 test cases (i.e., 0.0269 ∗ (13585 − 350)).
The quadratic trend-line and the decreasing variation in
the distribution of Classifier Precision values with increasing training set size suggest that the rate of improvement
will continue to decrease. This result is a property of both
6

Test Comparative descriptives
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Figure 6. Study 1: Classifier Precision.

Standard
Mean
Deviation
0.486
0.0572
0.308
0.0473
0.189
0.0385
0.104
0.0351
0.047
0.0300
0.015
0.0105
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Figure 8. Study 2: Classifier Precision.

S PACE and the distribution of behaviors in its test suite. The
results also indicate that the classifier model is able to learn
and continuously improve with these data, albeit at a slowing rate.
The table in Figure 7 summarizes the parametric statistics for Classifier Safety. The means are uniformly high. It
is possible that larger training set sizes could reveal a trend
for Classifier Safety, but given its current high value, there
is not much room for improvement. The mean value for
Page 1 of 1
training set size 350 is 0.977, which represents 304 wrongly
classified behaviors (i.e., (1 − 0.977) ∗ (13585 − 350)).

a database lookup, and added them to the training set for the
classifier. Finally, we retrained the classifier using the augmented set of training instances, and repeated the search for
unknown executions. Thus, beginning with a training set
size of 100, the increments of 50 parallel those in Study 1.
In each instance of this study, the exact initial training set of
size 100 used in Study 1 is used again.
Figure 8 summarizes the results for all the classifiers
evaluated with a graphPage
and
table similar to those in Fig1 of 1
ure 6. Here, the variation in the distribution of Classifier
Precision values also decreases with increasing training set
size. The Classifier Precision approaches 0 at training set
4.4. Study 2: Bootstrapping the Classifiers
size 350, where the mean of 0.015 represents 198 unknown
executions (i.e., 0.015 ∗ (13585 − 350)). Here, the quadratic
trend-line fit to the medians in the graph is asymptotic to a
The goal of our second study was to evaluate our appliClassifier Precision of 0. This result is a property of both
cation of bootstrapping to refining the classifiers built by
S PACE and the distribution of behaviors in its test suite. The
our technique. In order to compare our results with those of
results
also indicate, as in Study 1, that the classifier model
Study 1, we chose an approach to bootstrapping that gives
is
able
to learn and continuously improve with these data,
the classifier new executions until the number of unknown
ve descriptives
ve descriptives
albeit
at
a slowing rate.
executions reaches a threshold. In this study, we set the
t Size: 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350
t Size: 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350
The table in Figure 9 summarizes the parametric statisthreshold at 50. We then labeled these 50 executions using
Training
Set Size
100
150
200
250
300
350

Number of
Classifiers
150
150
150
150
150
150

Standard 95% Confidence
Mean
Deviation Interval of Mean
0.975
0.0448
0.968 to 0.983
0.977
0.0406
0.971 to 0.984
0.977
0.0353
0.971 to 0.983
0.979
0.0326
0.973 to 0.984
0.978
0.0342
0.973 to 0.984
0.977
0.0319
0.972 to 0.982

Training
Set Size
100
150
200
250
300
350

Figure 7. Study 1: Classifier Safety.

Number of
Classifiers
150
150
150
150
150
150

Standard 95% Confidence
Mean
Deviation Interval of Mean
0.976
0.0449
0.968 to 0.983
0.974
0.0435
0.967 to 0.981
0.975
0.0416
0.968 to 0.982
0.976
0.0399
0.970 to 0.983
0.977
0.0353
0.971 to 0.983
0.976
0.0321
0.971 to 0.982

Figure 9. Study 2: Classifier Safety.
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The second economic benefit for Dev is an estimation of
the risks involved in releasing P with its current test plan.
By simply using our technique to build a classifier from the
test plan and then measuring the rate of unknown executions
it produces from additional test data, Dev can rate the quality of the test plan. For instance, if after a fixed time, no
new test data produce unknown executions, then Dev has
confidence in the test plan. On the other hand, a high rate
of detection of unknown behaviors, expressed as Classifier
Precision, signals a risk to deployment.

tics for Classifier Safety. As in Study 1, the means are
uniformly high. It is possible that larger training set sizes
could reveal a trend for Classifier Safety, but given its
current high value, there is not much room for improvement. The mean value for training set size 350 is 0.976,
which represents 317 wrongly classified behaviors (i.e.,
(1 − 0.976) ∗ (13585 − 350)). This mean value is slightly
less than that in Study 1, but a comparison is not appropriate
again because of the small size of the training set.

4.5. Study 3: Passive Learning vs. Bootstrapping

5. Related Work

The goal of our third study was to compare the rates of
growth in Classifier Precision between passive learning and
bootstrapping. It is this comparison that motivates our presented scenario. The comparison of the results of Study
1 and Study 2 are shown in Figure 10. The dotted curve

Classifier Precision

0.5

The previous work that is closest in spirit and method to
this paper is that of Podgurski and colleagues [18, 7]. This
work uses clustering techniques to build statistical models
from program executions and applies them to the tasks of
fault detection and failure categorization. The two primary
differences between our technique and this previous work is
the central role of Markov models in our approach and our
use of active learning techniques to improve the efficiency
of behavior modeling.
Dickinson, Leon, and Podgurski demonstrate the advantage of automated clustering of execution profiles over random selection for finding failures [7]. They use various
profiles, including branch profiles, as the basis for cluster
formation. We focus on the utility of 2nd-order Markov
models as predictors of program behavior. In Podgurski et
al. [18], clustering is combined with feature selection, and
multidimensional scaling is used to visualize the resulting
grouping of executions. In both of these works, the clustering methods are passive in the sense that clusters are formed
from a batch of data and then used for subsequent analysis.
In contrast, we explore an active learning technique that interleaves clustering with evaluation for greater efficiency.
Another group of related papers share our approach of
using Markov models to describe the stochastic dynamic
behavior of program executions. Whittaker and Poore use
Markov chains to model software usage from specifications
prior to implementation [21]. In contrast, we use Markov
models to describe the statistical distribution of transitions
measured from executing programs. Cook and Wolf confirm the power of Markov models as encoders of individual executions in their study of automated process discovery
from execution traces [6]. They concentrate on transforming Markov models into finite state machines as models of
process. In comparison, our technique uses Markov models
to directly classify program behaviors. Jha, Tan, and Maxion use Markov models of event traces as the basis for intrusion detection [14]. They address the problem of scoring
events that have not been encountered during training, when
we focus on the role of clustering techniques in developing
accurate classifiers.

Passive Learning vs. Bootstrapping

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
100

150

200

250

300

350

Training Set Size

Figure 10. Study 3: Comparison of learning
techniques.
shows the means from Study 1 and the solid curve shows
the means from Study 2. The two sets of classifiers were
initialized with the same training set at size 100.
As the training set size increases, so does the gain in
Classifier Precision of bootstrapping over passive learning.
As an example, consider size 200, where the difference is
1525 executions (i.e., (0.304 − 0.189) ∗ (13585 − 200)).
Imagine that developer Dev in our scenario, using S PACE
as P , built an initial classifier C with the 100 test cases in
P ’s test plan. Now for an additional investment in evaluations of 100 more executions, giving a training set size
of 200, the classifier in Study 1 yields, on average, 4069
unknown executions (i.e., 0.304 ∗ (13585 − 200)). The corresponding classifier from Study 2 yields, on average, 2529
unknown executions (i.e., 0.189 ∗ (13585 − 200)). The benefit of the application of bootstrapping over passive learning is 1540 classified executions or 38% for the same investment in evaluating 100 executions. From the graph, it
is clear that the rate of improvement continues to increase
through training set size 350.
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The final category of related work uses a wide range of
alternative statistical learning methods to analyze program
executions. Although the models and methods in these
works differ substantially from ours in detail, we share a
common goal of developing useful characterizations of aggregate program behaviors. Harder, Mellen, and Ernst automatically classify software behavior using an operational
differencing technique [11]. Their method extracts formal
operational abstractions from statistical summaries of program executions and uses them to automate the augmentation of test suites. In comparison, our modeling of program
behavior is based exclusively on the Markov statistics of
events. Gross and colleagues propose the Software Dependability Framework, which monitors running programs, collects statistics, and, using multivariate state estimation, automatically builds models for use in predicting failures during execution [10]. In comparison, we use Markov statistics
of events to model program behavior.
Munson and Elbaum posit that actual executions are the
final source of reliability measures [16]. They model program executions as transitions between program modules,
with an additional terminal state to represent failure. They
focus on reliability estimation by modeling the transition
probabilities into the failure state. We focus on behavior
classification for programs that may not have a well-defined
failure state. Ammons, Bodik, and Larus describe specification mining, a technique for extracting formal specifications from interaction traces by learning probabilistic finite
suffix automata models [1]. Their technique recognizes the
stochastic nature of executions, but it focuses on extracting
invariants of behavior rather than mappings from execution
event statistics to behavior classes.

Nevertheless, our empirical studies of fifteen versions of
S PACE demonstrated that the application of our technique
is effective for building and training behavior classifiers for
S PACE. The work suggests a number of research questions
and additional applications for future work.
First, we discovered that agglomerative hierarchical
clustering was sensitive to the granularity of the similarity
metric used. We will investigate ways to tune this and other
metrics suggested by reference [7] as well as explore additional clustering algorithms.
Second, we found that 1st- and 2nd-order eventtransitions were powerful for the modeling and classification of behaviors. We plan to explore models of order 3 and
higher to determine the most effective granularity for modeling dependencies. We will investigate uses of these models to detect sub-behaviors such as inside individual modules, and to detect more abstract behaviors such as those
modeled by operational profiling.
Third, whereas our empirical studies demonstrate the effectiveness of the behavior labels “pass” and “fail”, we saw
that the classifiers for each of these behaviors were composed of several models. This suggests that we may be able
to automatically identify more fine-grained behaviors. We
are interested in the relationship between the Markov models for specific behaviors and their representation in the requirements and specifications for a program. If there is a
demonstrable relation, it may lead to techniques for evaluating the quality of a test plan or to tools to aid reverse
engineering.
Fourth, our empirical studies show that for our subject, bootstrapping improves the rate at which the classifier
learns behaviors. We will investigate other machine learning techniques and their possible application to the training
of behavior classifiers. Of particular interest is determining
the best set of event-transitions or, as Podgurksi and colleagues suggest, the best set of features [18] with which to
train classifiers.
Fifth, our empirical studies show the effectiveness of
our application for classifying the behavior of our subject.
We need to determine how the application will perform for
other programs. We will formulate and explore additional
applications of our techniques, such as the detection of behavioral profiles in deployed software, anomaly and intrusion detection, and testing non-testable programs. We will
also explore ways to provide for programs to be self-aware
of their behaviors by having access to models of behavior.
Finally, we plan to explore the use of Hidden Markov
models (HMM) to extend our behavior modeling technique.
An HMM augments a standard Markov model with a set
of variables known as the observations. The state of the
Markov model becomes a hidden variable, accessible only
through the observations emitted by the Markov model.
HMMs are interesting from two perspectives. First, simple

6. Discussion, Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented our technique for the automated modeling and classification of software behaviors based on the
equivalence of Markov models to 1st- and 2nd-order eventtransition profiles in program executions. We have presented an application of our technique that efficiently refines
our classifiers using bootstrapping, and we illustrated with
a scenario how our application could reduce the costs and
help to quantify the risks of software testing, development,
and deployment.
We performed three empirical studies that validate both
the technique and the application as well as support the
presented scenario. However, there are several threats to
the validity of our results. These threats arise because we
used only fifteen versions of one medium-sized program
and its finite set of 13, 585 test cases. However, S PACE is a
commercial program and the versions contain actual faults
found during development. Furthermore, the specific structure of S PACE may be uniquely suited to our technique.
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1st- or 2nd- order Markov models over the hidden state in
an HMM induce more complex distributions over the set
of observations through marginalization. If the observations are event-transitions, then the hidden states could correspond to higher-level categories of transitions. In comparison to the Markov models used in this paper, significantly
more complex distributions over events could be modeled
while retaining the attractive complexity properties of our
current technique. Second, advanced HMM models such
as input-output HMMs and conditional random fields [8]
support more complex coupling between execution events
and associated data such as program inputs and outcomes.
These advanced tools may enable more powerful predictions about program behaviors.
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